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Abstract: 
Between late 19th until mid-20th century, while Egypt and Sudan were governed by 
the British colonial empire (in)formally, several industrial projects were initiated to 
fulfil the appetite of the British cotton mills. Dams were, inter alia, one of the 
foremost representatives of colonial oppression and social exploitation. These were, 
withal, also representatives of technical triumphs and physical embodiments as castles 
of industry. Globally, dams comprise the qualities as grandiose industrial structures of 
great value and also substantial attributes to industrial tourism, a notion that is 
discussed in international literature. During the past years, many scholars combined 
this interest with the recent concept of Sharing Heritage. This in turn advocates 
underlining those historical attributes that bolster the nations' connectivity. 
Conversely, industrial heritage is marginalized in the national heritage agendas of 
both Egypt and Sudan, where the field of industrial tourism is not even 
addressed within slight consideration. The Dams, which once have operated 
collectively under the umbrella of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan governance, were later 
divided by the independence of Egypt and Sudan, and now threatened by the ongoing 
territorial division challenges of Sudan. How were/are these dams acknowledged in 
Egypt and Sudan, then and now? Were these interpreted on parallel, crossing, or 
paradoxical terms? 
With the help of archival research and experts’ surveys, the aim of this paper is to 
reconstruct euro(de)centric shared narratives of these dams and in turn question their 
symbolic requalification beyond national borders. As part of this conference’s 
proposed themes, the paper investigates the past and current acknowledged qualities 
of these dams and their then intended and present belongings. The paper will be part 
of Marion Steiner’s Session "Re-interpreting industrial heritage from a global 
perspective". The paper results in elucidating existing compositions of shared 
narratives of industrial structures and complexes by raising discursive questions, 
rather than stating factual answers. The contribution of this paper lies in the field of 
Historical Valuation of dams in both Egypt and Sudan. It exposes the void that exists 
regarding post-colonial shared industrial heritage that should be ascribed and 
considered in future researches, territorial, and albeit challenging, 
extraterritorial conservation and touristic policies. 
 
Resumee: 
Between the19thand 20thcentury, damswere constructed inEgypt and Sudan by the 
British empire to increase cotton harvest and thusfulfil the appetite of British 
mills.How were these dams acknowledged in Egypt and Sudan, then and now? Were 
theseon parallel, crossing, or paradoxical terms?With the help ofarchives and experts’ 
interviews, the paper aim is to reconstruct euro(de)centric shared narratives of these 
dams and question their symbolic requalification beyond national borders.The 



paper’scontribution lies in exposingthe void regarding post-colonial shared industrial 
heritage that should be considered in future research, territorial, and albeit 
challenging, extraterritorial conservation and touristic policies. 
 


